VAUXHALL 2
CHADWELL HEATH 5

After breaking their seasonal duck in week four, Chadwell Heath added another victory with a defeat
of Vauxhall at Nolans

Henry Murphy (24.20)

3-4

Lance Adams (24.76)

The opening contest of the evening’s action went the full seven legs. It didn’t look as if it would in
the early exchanges, as Adams roared into a swift three nil lead. A maximum helped Adams claim
the first leg and he kept up the assault on the big trebles with a break in leg two. Adams then put
himself in total control with a great 115 finish for the third leg. Murphy then showed real grit and
battled back, as he then went on a three leg spurt. The advantage of throw was in Adams’ favour in
the seventh, and he made full use of it to get the visitors up and running.

Bronislaw Boryczka (20.13)

2-4

John Loeber (21.26)

A sluggish opening leg went the way of the Pole. Loeber then assumed control with steady rather
than spectacular darts and rattled off three legs on the bounce. Boryczka pulled one back in the bets
leg of the match, the fifth, but Loeber edged it out in the sixth.

AJ Monohan (15.53)

0-4

Joe Russell (21.09)

Heath put themselves on the brink of the overall win with a straight legs victory. The first leg could
have gone either way, but Russell took the out shot. A fourteen darter doubled the lead, and more
fine scoring saw Russell in a dominant position. The fourth leg saw both players struggle to locate
the outer ring before Russell finally pin the elusive double one in the fourth leg.

Sándor Farkas (23.24)

4-2

Matt Crowley (23.78)

Vauxhall were now in a position where they needed to win every remaining match. They got one
back in the fourth game. The first four legs were nip and tuck, but Vargas then found an extra gear.
The finishing boots were well and truly on, a quality 118 finish in the fifth nudged him ahead and a
93 checkout saw him get the match winning break in leg six.

Josef Varga (21.62)

2-4

Michael Francis (22.72)

Varga started well, breaking Francis at the off, but couldn’t sustain the early start as he saw the next
three legs go to his opponent as Francis found real consistency in the scoring department. Vargas did
pull one back when he took the fifth, but it was to prove a brief respite as Francis broke Varga for
the third time to seal the deal and give Heath the overall win.

Lukasz Sawicki (29.19)

4-1

Liam Hill (22.07)

Vauxhall took the penultimate encounter with a dominant performance. Sawicki got off the mark
first taking out 66 for the early lead. Sawicki then upped the ante in the scoring stakes, and Hill
found it hard to keep pace. A break saw the home player two ahead, but Hill showed what he is
capable of with a 62 finish in leg three. A 121 checkout completed a 12 darter from Sawicki in the
fourth, and he was never pushed in leg five to finish off a superb display.

Luke Nelson (20.58)

3-4

Freddie Francis (21.16)

Heath had the last word, but had to wait until the seventh leg before getting the job done. Francis
looked to have the task well in hand, taking three legs on the trot after losing leg one on throw.
Nelson wasn’t going to roll over, and fought back well to force a winner takes all seventh Francis
always held sway when it mattered and took out the winning double.

The win saw Heath leapfrog over Vauxhall in the table and they now sit on 16 points, equal fourth
with Greenwich. They have a tough task next up against leaders Woolwich, but do face them on
home turf at the Grove Social Club. Vauxhall are tied for sixth with Clapton, and also have a difficult
game as they travel to take on Romford B.

